Introduction
Fiber bend loss has been previously investigated for application in areas such as fiber-optic sensing and communications [1] [2] [3] . Recently, it was shown that fiber bend loss could be used as the basis of an edge filter for an all-fiber ratiometric wavelength measurement system [4] [5] [6] [7] . Based on the previously published work for fiber bend loss [8] [9] [10] , both theoretical and experimental results have shown that both the bend radius and fiber length have a significant influence on the fiber bend loss [6, 7] .
In addition, in practice, the fiber bend loss will be sensitive to the fiber's own parameters, such as fiber core radius, refractive index and so on. Given the manufacturing tolerances for singlemode fiber, small variations in fiber parameters are unavoidable. All of these parameter tolerances resulting from the manufacturing process may significantly affect the resulting ratio response of a fiber based ratiometric wavelength measurement system. Therefore, it is highly desirable to investigate the influence of these fiber parameter variations on the response of fiber bend loss based edge filters.
In past work, both fiber bend loss theoretical modeling and experiments were carried out on SMF28 fiber with a multi-turn structure and 1060XP fiber with a compact single-turn structure, e.g., bend radius of 11 mm with 22 turns in Ref. [6] , and bend radius in 10.5 mm with single turn in Ref. [7] . In order to evaluate the fiber bend loss performance of a fiber edge filter employed in a wavelength measurement system, two important parameters, baseline loss and discrimination range have been also defined [6, 7] .
In this paper, the dependences of fiber bend loss on parameter tolerances are presented for the fiber core radius and the numerical aperture (NA) value. Through examination of the dependence of bend loss behavior on the parameters of bend loss sensitive singlemode fiber-1060XP, it is found that these small variations in these parameters have a significant impact on the spectral response of the fiber bend loss edge filter. We also show that bend-radius tuning during fabrication of such filters is a means of mitigating the effect of manufacturing variations. Fig. 1 (a) shows a fiber edge filter used within a ratiometric wavelength measurement system. The input signal is split into two equal signals. One passes through the fiber bend loss edge filter (upper arm) and the other passes through a reference arm (lower arm). Photodiodes are placed at the ends of both arms. By measuring the ratio of the electrical outputs of the two photodiodes, we can determine the wavelength of the input signal assuming a suitable calibration has taken place. The fiber bend loss edge filter, for a measurable wavelength range from λ 1 to λ 2 , provides a strong monotonically increasing wavelength dependent attenuation (discrimination range), from a given lower start wavelength (baseline loss, λ 1 ) to an end wavelength λ 2 [see In our previously published work on wavelength ratiometric measurements [4, 5] , it was found that with higher slope values for the transmission response of the edge filters for a given measurable wavelength range, the output ratio R, which was measured by a dual channel power meter, diverged from the actual transmission response of the edge filters at the upper end of the wavelength range due to the limited Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of real optical sources. To take account of this fact the slope of the transmission response of edge filters must be limited, effectively placing an upper limit on the useable discrimination. In regard to baseline loss, there are inevitable transmission losses, splicing losses, and insertion losses in such a system and these losses increase the baseline loss as well, reducing the overall signal power available for Optical-to-Electrical (OE) conversion and thus degrading accuracy due to noise. Ideally, the baseline loss should be lower than 5 dB and the discrimination range should be lower than 20 dB and larger than 15 dB for wavelength measurement.
Design of a 1060XP based fiber edge filter
For the 1060XP fiber, the essential parameters are shown in Table 1 : Fig. 2 shows that the calculated baseline loss (solid line), discrimination range (dashed line), measured baseline loss (hollow circles), discrimination range (solid squares) as a function of bend radius for the bend loss sensitive singlemode fiber-1060XP, with an applied absorbing layer and a fiber bend of 1 turn. A so-called effective bend radius (correction factor, 1.308@1500nm; 1.336@1600nm) is also employed in the theoretical modeling, as presented in Ref. [7] . In the experiments, a tunable laser is employed as a power source, which has an output power of 0 dBm with a wavelength tuning range from 1500 to 1600 nm. To experimentally determine the baseline loss and discrimination range, the bend losses of bare 1060XP fiber with an absorbing layer (to remove the reflection occurring at the interface between the cladding layer and air) were measured at 1500 nm and at 1600 nm. The measurements were taken at 0.5 mm intervals over a bending radius range from 8.5 to 14 mm.
In Fig.2 , the theoretical modeling shows a reasonable agreement with the experimental results overall, and the divergence between the experimental and theoretical results is most likely caused by: 1) measurement error of the bending loss and errors due to temperature induced fluctuations of the bend loss; 2) the experimental inaccuracy of the bend radius (both baseline loss and discrimination range are sensitive to the bend radius as shown in Fig. 2 ; 3) the limitations of the absorbing layer material coated on the bare fiber cladding surface leading to partial reflections from the fiber cladding-air boundary so that radiation launched from fiber core will re-couple with the fundamental propagation mode in the fiber core, resulting in a perceptible quasi-periodic behaviour for the measured results in Fig. 2 . Finally the calculation of the bend loss itself has some minor limitations: 1) the approximations made in the calculation from D. Marcuse [8] and 2) the calculation of bend loss is based on a scalar approximation to enable reasonable processing times with limited processing power and memory.
From Fig. 2 , one can also see that both the baseline loss and discrimination range are highly sensitive to the bend radius. When the bend radius is less than 8 mm, as in our previous experiments [11] , it is found that when the bare fiber is bent, it is more susceptible to breakage. Furthermore, to reduce the fiber bend induced mechanical stress and improve the reliability of the fiber filter, it is suggested that a bend radius is larger than 8 mm is employed for fiber edge filter applications. Thus in this paper a bend radius of 10.5 mm is chosen to characterize the influence of bend loss due to the manufacturing tolerance of fiber parameters.
Influence of the manufacturing tolerance of key fiber parameters on the performance of a fiber-based edge filter
For a 1060XP fiber based edge filter, the influence of manufacturing variations in key fiber parameters needs to be considered in the design process. In the first instance the influence of variations in the fiber core radius (nominal value 2.65 µm) was modeled for a range of core radii from 2.35 to 2.95 µm. The results are shown in Fig. 3 in which the calculated baseline loss (solid square line) is shown along with the discrimination range (hollow square line) as a function of fiber core radius for 1060XP fiber with an absorbing layer. The fiber bend radius is 10.5 mm, and bend length is 1 turn.
It is clear that both the baseline loss and discrimination range, decrease rapidly with an increase in fiber core radius. In practice the manufacturing tolerance for the fiber core radius is ± 0.25 µm, so from Fig. 3 , one can see that a large variation in the baseline loss and discrimination range will occur within this manufacturing tolerance range. The worst case variation for either the baseline loss value or the discrimination range value is the difference between the highest value, calculated for the lowest possible core radius (2.4 µm) and the lowest value calculated for the highest possible core radius (2.9 µm). For the baseline loss the worst case variation is 34.6 dB, and for the discrimination range it is 65.3 dB.
Next, the influence of manufacturing tolerance for fiber NA value was modelled.
During the fiber manufacturing process, the tolerance of refractive index difference between fiber core and cladding can be controlled below ± 10%, and the corresponding calculated core NA tolerance (nominal value 0.1393) of the 1060XP fiber is thus within the range from 0.1321 to 0.1461. The results of the modeling are shown in Fig. 4 , for a range of NA value from 0.1275 to 0.1515.
The baseline loss and discrimination range vary with the fiber NA, and for a fiber with lower NA value the result is a larger baseline loss and discrimination range.
Within the manufacturing tolerance range for the NA, the worst case variation for the baseline loss is 27.6 dB, and for the discrimination range is 52.3 dB.
Discussion
Even allowing for worst case nature of manufacturing tolerances, for the fiber parameters core radius and NA it is clear from Figures 3 and 4 that such variations have a profound effect on the discrimination range and baseline loss of a fiber bend loss edge filter. In manufacturing such filters in significant quantities such variations in discrimination range and baseline loss would result in unacceptably low production yields. However in practice there are mitigating issues which can reduce or even eliminate the impact of manufacturing tolerances.
The first issue is the statistical nature of manufacturing tolerances. It is known for example that the core radius variations of a fiber normally conform to a Gaussian statistical distribution, which has been demonstrated in the Ref. [12] . To determine the standard deviation it can be assumed that the worst case variations about the nominal value of the core radius correspond to approximately ± 3 standard deviations about the nominal value. Based on Gaussian statistics one could assume the while the worst case variation is indeed ± 0.25 µm, in practice in 95% of cases the actual fiber tolerance will be within ± 2 standard deviations or ± 0.166 µm. The corresponding variation of the discrimination range is reduced from 65.32 dB worst case to 39.55 dB for ± two standard deviations, reducing the impact of manufacturing variations.
The second mitigating issue is that fiber bend loss filters can be fabricated to allow the discrimination range and baseline loss to be set and fixed at the point of manufacture. This means that a preset mandrel around which the fiber is fixed cannot be used but instead a freespace fiber bend loop is fabricated and the radius of the loop is "tuned" manually to give the correct discrimination at a given wavelength. The fiber loop is then fixed using an epoxy droplet at the crossover point of the fibers. To verify if this is possible the model described earlier is used to determine the fiber bend radius that would need to be set to ensure that the discrimination range is equal to the design example value of 16.32 dB (achieved with a nominal core radius (2.65 µm) for a bend radius of 10.5 mm) where the actual core radius can vary by ± 0.166 µm (± 2 standard deviations). The results are presented in Table 2 . As expected for low values of core radius, a larger bend radius is needed, up to 14.55 mm. For high values of core radius a smaller bend radius is needed, down to 8 mm, which is acceptable in terms of the minimum radius needed to avoid fiber failure.
Variations in the fiber NA from nominal can be also be dealt with using bend radius tuning during fabrication. The nominal NA is 0.1393. Again assuming Gaussian statistics, the worst case value of NA variation is equal to approximately three standard deviations. For 95% of fibers the variation will be within ± two standard deviations or ± 0.004887. If bend radius tuning is employed to ensure that even with NA variations the discrimination range is still 16.32 dB, then the bend radius range needed to compensate NA variations is shown in Table 3 .
The bend radius needed to compensate for NA variations has a minimum value of 7.25 µm, which is acceptable in terms of fiber reliability. Bend radius "tuning" during fabrication of the fiber filter is thus a feasible approach to reducing the effect of manufacturing tolerances. To confirm this, for a design bend radius of 10.5 mm, we calculated the tuned bend radius required to meet the edge filter specifications over the range of possible fiber core radii and NA values. The results are shown in Fig. 5 which shows in a graphical form that is possible to compensate for manufacturing variations in the fiber core size and fiber NA changes, by tuning the actual bend radius used.
In practice the need to "tune" the bend radius to meet a given discrimination range should not be an onerous task. The fiber to be used for a batch of fiber bend loss filters will most likely come from the same drawn length of fiber, so similar "tuned" bend radii can be expected for a given batch of filters. Finally it is also true that for many applications of such fiber bend loss filters (such as wavelength measurement as discussed earlier), there is no need to achieve a precise discrimination through radius tuning as in any event the overall system calibration will take account of variations in the discrimination range.
Finally it is recognised that parameter variations during manufacture will not occur in just one parameter at a time, but rather variations in several parameters will occur. We have not considered such combined variations in this paper. However we have shown that in the fabrication of bend-loss based fiber edge filters, bend radius tuning can be employed to mitigate the effects of parameter variations. Where the fiber used displays variations from a nominal value for several parameters, bend radius tuning will still offer a means of achieving the correct filter response, albeit with a lower yield, depending on the magnitude of the parameter variations.
Conclusions
The design of a 1060XP singlemode fiber based edge filter has been examined in the context of variations in fiber parameters. We have shown that two such parameters, core radius and NA, influence the fiber bend loss spectral response performance significantly, and two analytical models have been presented for calculating the influence of the manufacturing tolerance of the fiber parameters on fiber bend loss.
Finally we have shown that bend-radius tuning during the fabrication of such filters is a viable way to mitigate the effect of manufacturing variations. Tables   Table 1. Parameters of the 1060XP singlemode fiber; (the refractive index values are defined at a wavelength of 1550 nm). Table 2 . Fiber bend radius range needed to compensate for two-standard deviation variations in the fiber core radius. Table 3 . Fiber bend radius range needed to compensate for two-standard deviation variations in the fiber NA. 
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